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Taiping Yulan “Calligraphy”: An Annotated Translation (2)
�AR�TA �entar�
This paper is the second part of an annotated English translation of the section “Calligraphy ᴨ” of
the Taiping yulan ཚᒣᗑ㿭.
Keywords: Taiping yulan, Calligraphy, Brushmanship

The previous part of the present annotated translation, which includes the description about the
original text, is published in the Saitama University Review (Faculty of Liberal Arts), vol. 54 (no. 1), 2018.
60. Right General Wang ⦻ਣ䓽 added a postscript to Lady Wei’s 㺋ཛӪ Illustration of Brush Array
ㅶ䲓െ as follows: Paper represents array, the brush represents a sword, ink represents armor, the
inkstone represents a castle, your ability represents a general, your mind represents an adjutant general,
designing the structure represents devising a stratagem, raising the brush represents seeing your luck,
starting and finishing drawing represents giving a command, and turning a stroke represents killing. When
you are going to write, you must at first keep your inkstone and ink dry, concentrate your attention and
think calmly, imagine in advance the shapes of characters—large or small, high or low, and straight or
curved, make their muscles and veins connected, and make your mind precede the brush before you
actually write down. If all the strokes are equally straight and resemble each other like counting rods, that
is not calligraphy but a set of correctly written strokes. In the past, Song Yi ᆻ㘬, a student of Zhong Yao
䦮㑷, was once scolded because he produced that kind of calligraphy. Yi dared not see Yao for three years
and made serious efforts to change his calligraphy—finally drawing each wave stroke with three turns of
the brush and making each dot stroke with a hidden tip.
⦻ਣ䓽乼㺋ཛӪǉㅶ䲓െǊᖼᴠ˖ཛ㍉㘵ˈ䲓ҏ˗ㅶ㘵ˈ࠰⸏ҏ˗໘㘵ˈ䦚⭢ҏ˗≤⺟㘵ˈҏ˗
ᵜ么㘵ˈሷ䓽ҏ˗ᗳ㘵ˈ࢟ሷ˄ሷ࢟ˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅ҏ˗㎀Ώ㘵ˈ䄰⮛ҏ˗仪ㅶ㘵ˈ
ਹࠦҏ˗ࠪޕ㘵ˈ㲏Ԕҏ˗ቸᣈ㘵ˈ⇪ᡞҏǄཛⅢᴨ㘵ˈݸᒢ˄Ҿˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢ǊҮ᭩˅
⹄໘ˈࠍ⾎䶉ᙍˈ乀ᜣᆇᖒབྷሿǃٳԠǃᒣⴤǃᥟअˈԔㅻ㜹䙓ˈ൘ㅶࡽˈ❦ᖼᆇǄ㤕ᒣ
ⴤլˈ⣰ྲ㆝ᆀˈׯнᱟᴨˈնᗇަ唎⮛㙣Ǆ᱄ᆻ㘬ᑨ↔ᴨˈ㘬ˈ䦮㑷ѻᕏᆀˈѳѻǄ㘬
йᒤнᮒ㾻㑷ˈ▋ᗳ᭩䐑ˈ⇿⮛а⌒ˈᑨй䙾ᣈㅶˈ⇿а唎ˈᑨ䳡䤂㘼⡢ѻǄ
Notes: Right General Wang ⦻ਣ䓽: see Wang Xizhi ⦻㗢ѻ (art. 12). Lady Wei 㺋ཛӪ: see art.
31. Song Yi ᆻ㘬: details unknown. Zhong Yao 䦮㑷: see art. 14. Hidden tip 䳡䤂, i.e., 㯿䤂:
brushwork in which the tip of the brush always goes inside the strokes. Cf. Fashu yaolu ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢,
vol. 1.
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61. Lady Wei’s Illustration of Brush Array says: If you are a beginner in calligraphy, you must learn
writing large before small. Those who can appreciate calligraphy cannot write beautifully, and those who
can write beautifully cannot appreciate it. Calligraphy with more bone and less flesh is called muscle
calligraphy, and that with more flesh and less bone is called ink pig. That with more power and rich muscle
is called sageness, and that with no power and muscle is called illness. You must always apply this doctrine
in accordance with the situation.
㺋ཛӪǉㅶ䲓െǊᴠ˖㤕ࡍᆨᴨˈݸ丸བྷᴨˈнᗇᗎሿǄழ䪂㘵нማˈழማ㘵н䪂Ǆཊ僘ᗞ㚹㘵
ㅻᴨˈཊ㚹ᗞ僘㘵໘⥚Ǆཊ࣋䊀ㅻ㘵㚆ˈ❑࣋❑ㅻ㘵⯵ǄаҼᗎަ⎸㘼⭘ѻǄ
Notes: Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 1.
62. An Essay on Calligraphy 䄆ᴨ by Wang Sengqian ⦻ܗ㲄 says: General of Pacifying the South
Wang Yi ⦻ᒣইᔉ was an uncle of Right General ਣ䓽. He was the best in the whole period from the
transfer of the dynasty to Jiangdong ⊏ᶡ district until Right General. His painting was studied by
Emperor Ming of Jin ᱹ᰾ᑍ, and his calligraphy was modeled by Right General.
⦻ܗ㲄ǉ䄆ᴨǊᴠ˖⦻ᒣইᔉˈᱟਣ䓽ѻǄ㠚䙾⊏ᶡˈਣ䓽˄❑䓽ᆇˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ㼌˅
ѻࡽˈୟᔉ⡢ᴰǄ⮛⡢ᱹ᰾ᑍᑛˈᴨ⡢ਣ䓽⌅Ǆ
Notes: Wang Sengqian ⦻ܗ㲄: see art. 21. Wang Yi ⦻ᔉ (276–322): a statesman from Linyi 㠘
⊲County of Langya ⨵䛚 Commandery. His courtesy name was Shijiang цሷ. His highest titles in
life were General of Pacifying the South ᒣইሷ䓽, Inspector of Jingzhou 㥺ᐎࡪਢ, and Marquis of
Wuling County ↖䲥㑓 ןof the Eastern Jin dynasty. He was posthumously conferred the titles Palace
Attendant ֽѝ and Cavalry General 偳倾ሷ䓽. His posthumous name is Kang ᓧ. Emperor Ming
of Jin ᱹ᰾ᑍ (299–325, r. 322–325): the second emperor of the Eastern Jin dynasty. His family name
was Sima ਨ俜, and his given name was Shao ㍩. His posthumous name is Ming ᰾. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢,
vol. 1.
63. It also says: Secretariat Director ѝᴨԔ Wang Min’s ⦻⧹ brushwork was stronger than that of
Zijing ᆀᮜ. An old review of calligraphy says: “When he was given four pi ⮻ of white silk, he began
writing on the first morning of the month, and finished up on the third evening. He wrote all the characters
quite equally without an error. Zijing once told him a joke: ‘Your calligraphy looks like a man who rides
a mule so fast he almost overtakes Hualiu 偺偞.’”
৸ᴠ˖ѝᴨԔ⦻⧹ˈㅶ࣋䙾ᯬᆀᮜǄᴨ㠺૱Ӂ˖Āᴹഋ⮻㍐ˈᴸᵍㅶˈй᳞ׯㄏǄ俆ቮྲаˈ
৸❑䃔ᆇǄᆀᮜᡢӁ˖þᕏᴨྲ倾偮倨倨ˈᑨⅢᓖ偺偞ࡽǄÿā
Notes: Wang Min ⦻ ⧹ (351–388): a statesman from Linyi 㠘 ⊲  County of Langya ⨵ 䛚
Commandery. His courtesy name was Jiyan ᆓ⩠. His highest title in life was Secretariat Director ѝ
ᴨԔ of the Eastern Jin dynasty. He was posthumously conferred the title Chamberlain for Ceremonials
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ཚᑨ. Zijing ᆀᮜ: see Wang Xianzhi ⦻⦫ѻ (art. 16). Pi ⮻ (a variant character of pi ३): a unit
to measure cloth. A pi, which equals four zhang и, approximately equaled 980 cm in the Eastern Jin
dynasty. Hualiu 偺偞: a legendary swift horse mentioned in ancient books. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 1.
64. It also says: It is said that Zhong Yao’s 䦮 ޜcalligraphy is thoroughly graceful. He used three styles
of script—firstly, stele script 䣈⸣ᴨ, which is the most graceful; secondly, official script ㄐ〻ᴨ, which
is used to transcribe stored books and teach linguistic knowledge; thirdly, informal script 㹼⣾ᴨ, namely,
running script 㹼ᴨ. All three styles are appreciated by people.
৸ᴠ˖䦮ޜѻᴨˈ䄲ѻⴑ࿉Ǆ䦮ᴹй䓠˖аᴠ䣈⸣ᴨˈ࿉㘵ҏ˗Ҽᴠㄐ〻ᴨˈۣ⾅ᴨᮉሿᆨ˄↔
ਕۣ͆ሿᆨ⾅ᴨᮉāˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅㘵ҏ˗йᴠ㹼⣾ᴨˈ㹼ᴨᱟҏ˄↔ਕĀᱟ㘵
ҏāˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅Ǆй˄Ҽˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅⌅ⲶцӪᡰழǄ
Notes: Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 1.
65. An Essay on Calligraphy 䄆ᴨ by Yu He 㲎嗒 says: Xie Feng 䅍ཹ of the Jin dynasty built a
mausoleum entirely with Chinese nutmeg yew wood. Right General ਣ䓽 took the pieces of shaved
wood and wrote on them, filling a bed with pieces of his writing, and then Feng gathered them in a large
basket. When Zijing ᆀᮜ later visited, Xie Feng told him that Right General’s calligraphy was very
good, and, having shaved scores of pieces of Chinese nutmeg yew wood cautiously in advance, asked
Zijing to write on them. Feng took Zijing’s calligraphy, which was also very good, and stored and
cataloged both series of writing. Decades later, Lü ን divided the collection to give half to Huan Xuan
ẃ⦴, and was hence installed as Recorder of Yangzhou ᨊᐎѫ㉯. The other half was plundered by Sun
En ᆛᚙ when he occupied the capital city of Kuaiji ᴳね Commandery, and it later disappeared under
the sea along with him.
㲎嗒ǉ䄆ᴨǊᴠ˖ᱹ䅍ཹ䎧ᔏˈᚹ⭘ἀᶀ˄ᶁˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅
Ǆਣ䓽ਆḩˈᴨѻ┯⡰˄
᷇ˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅
ˈཹ᭦ᗇаབྷ㉓Ǆᆀᮜᖼᖰˈ䅍ཹ⡢䃜ਣ䓽ᴨ⭊֣ˈ㘼ᇶᐢࡺᮨॱἀ
ᶯˈ䃻ᆀᮜᴨѻǄӖ⭊֣ˈཹі⧽䥢Ǆᖼን࠶ॺ㠷ẃ⦴ˈ⭘ን⡢ὺᐎѫ㉯Ǆ佈аॺˈᆛᚙᴳねˈ
⮕ԕѻ⎧Ǆ
Notes: Yu He 㲎嗒 (c. 5th century): a scholar in the reign of Emperor Ming of Song ᆻ᰾ᑍ (r. 465–
472). He was from Yuyao 佈ည County of Kuaiji ᴳね Commandery according to the History of the
Southern Dynasties ইਢ, vols. 23 and 72. Xie Feng 䅍ཹ: an official of the Eastern Jin dynasty.
According to the Records of the Jin Dynasty Officials ᱹⲮᇈ cited in Liu Xiaobiao’s ࢹᆍ⁉
annotation for A New Account of the Tales of the World “Cultivated Tolerance” ц䃜ᯠ䃎g䳵䟿, he
was from Shanyin ኡ䲠 County of Kuaiji Commandery, and his courtesy name was Hongdao ᕈ䚃.
According to the Genealogy of the Xie Clan 䅍∿䆌 cited in the same annotation, his grandfather was
named Duan ㄟ, his father Feng 匣; and, he held the titles General of Placating the South ᆹইሷ䓽,
Inspector of Guangzhou ᔓᐎࡪਢ, and Minister of Personnel ਿ䜘ቊᴨ. Chinese nutmeg yew ἀ:
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Torreya grandis. Lü ን: details unknown. Another text of this article collected in Fashu yaolu ⌅ᴨ
㾱䥢, vol. 2, says that he was a grandson of Xie Feng 䅍ཹ. Huan Xuan ẃ⦴: see art. 54. Sun En
ᆛᚙ (d. 402): a leader of the Way of the Five Pecks of Rice ӄᯇ㊣䚃 of Jiangnan ⊏ই district. He
rebelled against the Eastern Jin dynasty in 399, but was defeated at last, drowning himself in the sea in
402. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 2.
66. It also says: In the Jin dynasty a boy with wide interests visited Zijing ᆀᮜ dressed in a monastic
robe he specially made with white silk gauze. Zijing wrote almost completely over both sleeves with a
mixture of different styles of calligraphy, such as cursive 㥹 and regular ↓ scripts. As the boy felt that
Wang’s attendants were about to steal the writing, he hurriedly gathered up the robe and ran away. The
attendants chased him as expected, ran out of the gate, fought him, and tore the robe, leaving him with
only a sleeve.
৸ᴠ˖ᱹᱲˈᴹаྭһቁᒤˈ᭵㋮ⲭ㍇㼃㺓ˈ⵰䂓ᆀᮜǄᆀᮜׯਆᴨѻˈ㥹↓䄨億ᚹޙˈۉ㻆
৺㽮⮕ઘ˄਼ˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅
Ǆቁᒤ㿪⦻ᐖਣᴹ䲥ྚѻ㢢ˈ᧓㼃㘼䎠Ǆᐖਣ᷌䙀ѻˈ৺
䮰ཆˈ兝ҹ࠶㻲ˈቁᒤ㓄ᗇа㻆㙣Ǆ
Notes: Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 2.
67. A Commentary on Zhong Yao’s 䦮㑷 Calligraphy by Emperor Wu of Liang ằ↖ᑍ says: Zijing ᆀ
ᮜ cannot equal Yishao 䙨ቁ, just as Yishao cannot equal Yuanchang ݳᑨ. Studying Zijing can be
likened to painting a tiger, while studying Yuanchang to painting a dragon.
ằ↖ᑍǉ㿰䦮㑷ᴨ⌅Ǌᴠ˖ᆀᮜн䘘䙨ቁˈ⥦䙨ቁн䘘ݳᑨ˄ᑍˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅
Ǆᆨᆀ
ᮜ㘵ྲ⮛㱾ҏˈᆨݳᑨ㘵∄⮛喽ҏǄ
Notes: Emperor Wu of Liang ằ↖ᑍ: see art. 24. Yishao 䙨ቁ: see Wang Xizhi ⦻㗢ѻ (art. 12).
Yuanchang ݳᑨ: see Zhong Yao (art. 14). Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 2.
68. It also says: If one moves the brush incorrectly, the calligraphy has no angle; if one holds the brush
loosely, the calligraphy looks slack. If one draws dots and lines too short, the calligraphy looks lumpy; if
one draws dots and lines too long, the calligraphy looks monotonous. If one draws strokes hastily, the
shapes look arbitrary; if one draws strokes roughly, the shapes look disorderly. Adhering to the norms
lessens vigor, being uninhibited lessens normativity. Those purely made of bone have no charm, those
purely made of flesh have no power. Little ink makes the calligraphy look thin and unsmooth, much ink
makes the calligraphy look bovine and imbecilic. These expressions all refer to following the rules of
nature.
৸ᴠ˖ཛ䙻ㅶ䛚ࡷ❑㣂䀂ˈวሜࡷᴨ㐙ᕡǄ唎᧓⸝ࡷ⌅˄৫ˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅㞛ˈ
唎᧓䮧ࡷ⌅䴒▼Ǆ⮛ࡷ׳ᆇ⁚ˈ⮛⮾ࡷᖒធǄᤈࡷѿऒˈ᭮৸ቁࡷǄ㍄僘❑ˈ㍄㚹❑࣋Ǆቁ໘
⎞▱ˈཊ໘ㅘ˄⌘˖㫢ᵜ࠷˅䠽Ǆ↔іԫѻ㠚❦ѻ⨶ҏǄ
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Notes: Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 2.
69. An Essay on Calligraphy 䄆ᴨ by Yu Yuanwei ᓮݳေ says: I once made ten panels of folding
screen and wrote on each panel ten styles of script, some of which were colored, and amazed people at
that time. Since then, I have never written such, only keeping a draft. The hundred styles are as follows:
hanging needle script, dropping dew script, Mount Qinwang 〖ᵋኡand Ji Mound ⊢ߒ scripts, golden
magpie script, jade script, swan head script, tiger claw script, reversed chive script, upward wave script,
banner and tally script, edict script, row script, sun script, moon script, wind script, cloud script, tadpole
script, plate script, foreign script, fleabane script, human face script, Indian script, constellation script,
one stroke seal script, one stroke clerical script, flying white script, ancient cursive script, ancient clerical
script, horizontal script, normative script, small tadpole clerical script, lingzhi 䵸㣍 mushroom clerical
script, flower clerical script, banner and tally clerical script, bell and drum clerical script, dragon and tiger
seal script, phoenix 匣 and fish seal script, qilin 哂哏 seal script, immortal seal script, tadpole seal
script, cloud seal script, worm seal script, fish seal script, bird seal script, dragon seal script, turtle seal
script, tiger seal script, luan 呎 seal script, dragon and tiger clerical script, phoenix and fish clerical
script, qilin clerical script, immortal clerical script, tadpole clerical script, cloud clerical script, worm
clerical script, fish clerical script, bird clerical script, dragon clerical script, turtle clerical script, tiger
clerical script, luan clerical script, dragon marking script, turtle marking script, rat script, ox script, tiger
cursive script, rabbit script, dragon cursive script, snake cursive script, horse script, goat script, monkey
script, rooster script, dog script, and pig script—the preceding all being colored—in addition to: large seal
script, small seal script, tripod script, seal carving script, tally script, stone classics script, pictograph
script, glossary script, thunderbolt script, reversed script, inverse script, and the nine styles of script,
respectively called silk script, jianzou ㉑ཿ script, jianbiao ⡻㺘 script, informal script, rudder script,
draft script, half cursive script, and full cursive script. These nine styles cover all the stages from regular
ⵏ to cursive 㥹 script. Beside the above, there still exist a hundred and twenty styles of script.
ᓮݳေǉ䄆ᴨǊᴠ˖։⡢ᴨॱ⢂ቿ付ˈᴨॱ億ˈ䯃ԕ䟷໘ˈ⮦ᱲ㹶ᡰ傊⮠Ǆ㠚⡮㎦ㅶˈୟ⮉㥹
ᵜ㘼ᐢǄަⲮ億㘵˖ᠨ䠍ᴨǃ䵢ᴨǃ〖ᵋǃ⊢˄⌒ˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅ߒᴨǃ䠁厢ᴨǃ
⦹᮷ᴨǃ厐九ᴨǃ㱾⡚ᴨǃق㯔ᴨǃ⌒ٳᴨǃᒑؑᴨǃࡦᴨǃࡇᴨǃᰕᴨǃᴸᴨǃ付ᴨǃ䴢ᴨǃ
、ᯇǃ㖢ᴨǃ㜑ᴨǃ㬜ᴨǃᴨǃཙㄪᴨǃ䕹ᇯᴨǃаㅶㇶǃаㅶ䳨ǃ伋ⲭǃㄐ㥹ǃਔ᮷䳨ǃ⁚
ᴨ˄↔л৸ᴹ⁚ᴨҼᆇˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ࡚˅
ǃᾧᴨǃሿ、䳨ǃ㣍㤡䳨ǃ㣡㥹䳨ǃᒑؑ䳨ǃ䦮啃
䳨ǃ喽㱾ㇶǃ匣冊ㇶǃ哂哏ㇶǃԉӪㇶǃ、ᯇㇶǃ䴢ㇶǃ㸢ㇶǃ冊ㇶǃ匕ㇶǃ喽ㇶǃ嗌ㇶǃ㱾ㇶǃ
呎ㇶǃ喽㱾䳨ǃ匣冊䳨ǃ哂哏䳨ǃԉӪ䳨ǃ、ᯇ䳨ǃ䴢䳨ǃ㸢䳨ǃ冊䳨ǃ匕䳨ǃ喽䳨ǃ嗌䳨ǃ㱾
䳨ǃ呎䳨ǃ喽᮷ᴨǃ嗌᮷ᴨǃ啐ᴨǃ⢋ᴨǃ喽ᴨǃ㱾㥹ᴨǃބᴨǃ喽㥹ᴨǃ㳷㥹ᴨǃ俜ᴨǃ㖺ᴨǃ
⥤ᴨǃ䴎ᴨǃ⣜˄བྷˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅ᴨǃ䊅ᴨˈᐢкⲶ䟷㢢ˈަཆᗙᴹབྷㇶǃሿㇶǃ
䣈唾ǃ᪩ঠǃㅖǃ⸣㏃ǃ䊑ᖒǃㇷㄐǃ䴷ᴨǃࡠᴨǃ৽ᐖᴨㅹˈ৺ҍ億ᴨˈᡰ䄲㑁㍐ᴨǃ㉑ཿ
ᴨǃ⡻㺘ᴨǃ㹼⣾ᴨǃᴨǃ㫯ᴨǃॺ㥹ǃޘ㥹ᴨǄ↔ҍ⌅ˈᾥⵏ㥹ѻ⅑ㅜ✹Ǆ࡚ᦘѻཆˈᡰᆈ
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⥦аⲮҼॱ億Ǆ
Notes: Yu Yuanwei ᓮݳေ: details unknown. Mount Qinwang 〖ᵋኡ, i.e., Mount Kuaiji ᴳねኡ:
a mountain located in present day Zhejiang ⎉⊏ Province. In 210 BCE, First Emperor of Qin 〖ⲷ
climbed Kuaiji and built a stone inscription. Ji Mound ⊢ߒ: In 281 CE, a man from Ji Commandery
⊢䜑 plundered the tomb of King Xiang of Wei 兿㽴⦻ (r. 319–296

BCE),

finding therein seventy-

five fascicles of bound bamboo slips. Jianzou ㉑ཿ: documents submitted to the emperor. Jianbiao
⡻㺘: documents submitted to the empress, the crown prince, and other princes. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 2.
70. The Review of Ancient and Modern Calligraphy ਔӺᴨ䂅 by Yuan Ang 㺱ᰲ says: Right General
Wang’s ⦻ਣ䓽 calligraphy looks like a youth of the Xie 䅍 family, with a sort of outstanding dignity
despite a somewhat improper appearance. Wang Zijing’s ⦻ᆀᮜ calligraphy looks like a boy from HeLuo ⋣⍋ district, who is satisfied and delightful, but whose behavior is too unsteady to praise. Yang
Xin’s 㖺⅓ calligraphy looks like a maidservant of a prestigious family who later became a wife of the
master, and whose behavior is, despite her status, uncertain, unsmooth, and far from genuine. Xu
Huainan’s ᗀ ␞ ই calligraphy looks like a gentleman from Nangang ই ዑ , who vainly pursues
chivalrousness, but cannot avoid being base. Ruan Yan’s 䱞⹄ calligraphy looks like an heir of a noble
family whose official rank is not equivalent to his nobility, and who is no longer able to edge out those
more talented. Commander Wang’s ⦻਼ܰ calligraphy looks like Emperor An of Jin ᱹᆹᑍ, who sat
on the throne without substance. Shi Wuxing’s ᯭ㠸 calligraphy looks like a countryman from Xinting
ᯠӝ, who seems to be from Yangzhou ᨊᐎ at first glance, but shows a strong accent once he talks to
others. Hermit Tao’s 䲦䳡ት calligraphy looks like a little boy from Wuxing 㠸, whose body has not
yet grown up, but whose bones are sturdy. Yin Jun’s ⇧ 䡎 calligraphy looks like an envoy from
Goguryeo 㞿哇, who is dynamic and high-spirited, but has little stylish presence. Yuan Shansong’s 㺱
ኡᶮ calligraphy looks like a Taoist monk in the mountains, who retreats and disappears when he sees a
person from the world. Xiao Ziyun’s 㮝 ᆀ 䴢 calligraphy is like viewing the blossoms blooming
everywhere in the forest in early spring. Cao Xi’s ᴩௌ calligraphy looks like a Taoist storyteller, who
interprets the scripture endlessly. Cui Ziyu’s ፄᆀ⦹ calligraphy is like the superb vista of a branch of
the lone pine tree under the steep summit that blocks the sunlight. Shiyi Guan’s ᑛᇌᇈ calligraphy looks
as if an eagle, without giving much rest to its wings, flew away into the sky. Wei Dan’s ䷻䃅 calligraphy
looks like a dragon and a tiger rearing up ferociously while a sword is being drawn and a crossbow bent.
Cai Yong’s 㭑䛅 calligraphy has a sturdy and grand dignity, in addition to outstanding expression.
Minister Zhong’s 䦮ਨᗂ calligraphy has twelve sorts of sense in every character, in addition to many
other unique charms. Handan Chun’s 䛟䝢␣ calligraphy is so precise it appears like squares and circles
drawn with a ruler and compass. Zhang Boying’s ᕥ՟㤡 calligraphy looks like Emperor Wu of Han ╒
↖ᑍ, who loved Taoism and dreamed of being an immortal who can fly in the sky. Suo Jing’s ㍒䶆
calligraphy looks as if a sudden gust of wind stopped a bird of prey from flying. Huang Xiang’s ⲷ䊑
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calligraphy looks as if a singing voice resounded through the ceiling of the hall, making the zitherist throw
the zither bridges away. Wei Chang’s 㺋ᑨ calligraphy looks like a beauty who wears a flower, dancing
and smiling in front of the mirror. Grand Master Meng’s ᆏ ⾴ݹcalligraphy looks like a precipitous cliff
that frightens people. Zhang Zhi ᕥ㣍 is surprisingly unique, Zhong Yao 䦮㑷 is especially superb,
Yishao 䙨ቁ is versatile, and Xianzhi ⦫ѻ is the best in the world. These four heroes belong to the
same category, and the fragrance of their fame will last forever. Yang Xin 㖺, Kong Linzhi ᆄ, Xiao
Sihua 㮝, and Fan Ye 㤳 excelled for a time in regular, cursive, running, and seal script respectively.
Zhong Yao’s calligraphy looks like a swan playing in the sea or a crane circling in the sky, and is so dense
with beauty that no one can easily go through between the lines. Xiao Sihua’s 㮝ᙍ䂡 calligraphy, which
uses continuous strokes, is strong in structure, and looks like a dragon jumping out of a pool or a tiger
lying at the palace gate. Bo Shaozhi’s 㮴㍩ѻ calligraphy is unsteady in structure, and looks like a dancer
lowering her waist or an immortal whistling in a tree.
㺱ᰲǉਔӺᴨ䂅Ǌᴠ˖⦻ਣ䓽ᴨˈྲ䅍ᇦᆀᕏˈ㑡ᗙнㄟ↓㘵ˈ⡭⡭ᴹаぞ付≓Ǆ⦻ᆀᮜᴨˈྲ
⋣⍋䯃ቁᒤˈ䴆Ⲷݵᛖˈ㘼㠹億䑹䏾ˈ↺нਟ㙀Ǆ㖺⅓ᴨˈྲབྷᇦ႒⡢ཛӪˈ䴆㲅ަսˈ㘼㠹→
㗎▱ˈ㍲нլⵏǄᗀ␞ইᴨˈྲইዑ༛བྷཛˈᗂྭቊ付䓼ˈ㍲нݽሂҎǄ䱞⹄ᴨˈྲ䋤㛴ཡ૱⅑ˈ
н㜭ᗙᧂケ㤡䌒Ǆ⦻਼ܰᴨˈྲᱹᆹᑍˈ䶎н㲅ሺսˈ㘼䜭❑⾎Ǆᯭ㠸ᴨˈྲᯠӝۆ⡦ˈаᖰ
㾻լὺᐎӪˈޡ䃎ׯ丣ࠪǄ䲦䳡ትᴨˈྲ㠸ሿˈނᖒ䴆ᵚᡀ䮧ˈ㘼僘億⭊倯ᘛǄ⇧䡎ᴨˈྲ
㞿哇֯Ӫˈᣇ⎚⭊ᴹ≓ˈ⓻丫㍲н㋮ણǄ㺱ኡᶮᴨˈྲ␡ኡ䚃༛ˈ㾻ӪׯⅢ䘰㑞Ǆ㮝ᆀ䴢ᴨˈ
ྲ᱕ࡍᵋኡ᷇ˈ㣡❑㲅нⲬǄᴩௌᴨ˄❑↔йᆇˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ㼌˅
㸪ྲ㏃䄆䚃Ӫˈ❑㎦н䀰Ǆ
ፄᆀ⦹ᴨˈྲডጟ䱫ᰕˈᆔᶮа᷍ˈᴹ㎦ᵋѻǄᑛᇌᇈᴨˈྲ厠㗭ᵚˈ㘙㘙㠚䙍Ǆ䷻䃅ᴨˈ
ྲ喽ေ㱾ᥟˈࣂᤄᕙᕥǄ㭑䛅ᴨˈ僘≓付䚐ˈ⡭⡭⡢⾎Ǆ䦮ਨᗂᴨ˄ᴨᗂˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ
᭩˅
ˈᆇॱҼぞˈཆ↺࿉ˈሖཊཷǄ䛟䝢␣ᴨˈ៹㾿ˈ⸙ޕᯩൃѳᡀǄᕥ՟㤡ᴨˈྲ╒↖ᑍᝋ䚃ˈ
េ㲊ⅢԉǄ㍒䶆ᴨˈྲ仴付ᘭ㠹ˈ吉匕н伋Ǆⲷ䊑ᴨˈྲⅼ㚢㒎ằˈ⩤Ӫᦘ᨞Ǆ㺋ᑨᴨˈྲᨂ㣡
㖾Ӫˈ㡎ㅁ䨑㠪Ǆᆏ⾴ݹᴨˈྲፙኡ㎦ፆˈӪ㾻ਟ⭿Ǆᕥ㣍傊ཷˈ䦮㑷⢩㎦ˈ䙨ቁ唾㜭ˈ⦫ѻߐ
цǄഋ㤡ޡ于˄ަ乭ˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅
ˈ⍚㣣н⓵Ǆ㖺ⵏᆄ˄ᆛˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅
㥹ˈ㮝㹼˄ㄩˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅㤳ㇶˈаᱲ࿉㎦Ǆ䦮㑷ᴨˈ㤕伋卫ᡟ⎧ˈ㡎古䙺ཙˈ
㹼䯃㤲˄ᐼˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅ᇶˈሖӖ䴓䙾Ǆ㮝ᙍ䂡ᴨˈ䎠໘䙓㏯ˈᆇऒቸᕧˈ㤕喽䐣
␥䮰ˈ㱾㠕匣䰅Ǆ㮴㍩ѻᴨˈᆇऒ䑹䏾ˈྲ㡎࿃վ㞠ˈԉӪǄ
Notes: Yuan Ang 㺱ᰲ (461–540): a statesman from Yangxia 䲭༿ County of Chen Commandery
䲣䜑. His courtesy name was Qianli ॳ䟼. His highest titles were Minister of Works ਨオ, Imperial
Secretariat Director ቊ ᴨ Ԕ , Lord Specially Advanced ⢩ 䙢 , and Grand Master for Splendid
Happiness of the Left ᐖ⾴ݹབྷཛ of the Liang dynasty. His posthumous name is Muzheng ぶ↓. HeLuo ⋣⍋ district: the area around the Luoyang City, the middle Yellow River Basin. Yang Xin 㖺
⅓: see art. 54. Xu Huainan ᗀ␞ই, i.e., Xu Xixiu ᗀᐼ⿰ (c. 5th century): an official from Kaiyang
䮻䲭 County of Southern Langya ই⨵䛚 Commandery. His highest title was Governor of Huainan
Commandery ␞ইཚᆸ of the Liu Song dynasty. Nangang ইዑ: details unknown. Ruan Yan 䱞⹄
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(c. 6th century): an official from Chenliu 䲣⮉ Commandery. His courtesy name was Wenji ᮷ᒮ. His
highest title was Inspector of Jiaozhou Ӕᐎࡪਢ of the Liang dynasty. Commander Wang ⦻਼ܰ:
see Wang Sengqian (art. 21). He held the title Commander Unequalled in Honor 䮻ᓌ਼ܰйਨ of the
Southern Qi dynasty. Emperor An of Jin ᱹᆹᑍ (382–418, r. 396–403 and 404–418): the tenth
emperor of the Eastern Jin dynasty. His given name was Dezong ᗧᇇ. He was manipulated as a puppet
emperor by his uncle Sima Daozi ਨ俜䚃ᆀ (364–402), and later by Liu Yu ࢹ㼅 (i.e., Emperor Wu
of Song ᆻ↖ᑍ, see art. 20). His posthumous name is An ᆹ. Shi Wuxing ᯭ㠸: details unknown.
Xinting ᯠӝ: a town outside the capital city of Jiankang ᔪᓧ. Yangzhou ᨊᐎ: refers to Jiankang
City. Hermit Tao 䲦䳡ት, i.e., Tao Hongjing 䲦ᕈᲟ (456–536): a Taoist scholar from Moling 〓䲥
County of Danyang ѩ䲭 Capital Region. His courtesy name was Tongming 䙊᰾. He lived in Mount
Maoshan 㤵ኡ after retiring from the government of Liang dynasty. His posthumous name is Zhenbai
䋎ⲭ. Wuxing 㠸: a commandery under Yangzhou ᨊᐎ Region. Its capital city was located at
present day Huzhou ⒆ᐎ City, Zhejiang ⎉⊏ Province. Yin Jun ⇧䡎 (484–532): an official from
Changping 䮧ᒣ County of Chen Commandery 䲣䜑. His courtesy name was Jihe ᆓ઼. His highest
title was Libationer of the Directorate of Education ഻ᆀ⾝䞂 of the Liang dynasty. His posthumous
name is Zhen 䋎. Yuan Shansong 㺱ኡᶮ (d. 401): an official from Yangxia 䲭༿ County of Chen
Commandery 䲣䜑. He was also named Song ፗ. His highest title was Governor of Wu Commandery
䜑ཚᆸ of the Eastern Jin dynasty. Xiao Ziyun 㮝ᆀ䴢: see art. 24. Cao Xi ᴩௌ (c. 1st century):
an official from Pingling ᒣ䲥 County of Fufeng ᢦ付 Capital Region. His courtesy name was
Zhongze Ԣࡷ. He held the title Gentleman of the Archive Secretariat ⾅ᴨ䛾 in the reign of Emperor
Zhang of Han ╒ㄐᑍ (r. 75–88). Cui Ziyu ፄᆀ⦹, i.e., Cui Yuan ፄ⪇ (77–142): an official from
Anping ᆹᒣ County of Zhuo Commandery ⏯䜑. His courtesy name was Ziyu. His highest title was
Governor of the Principality of Jibei ☏े of the Eastern Han dynasty. Shiyi Guan ᑛᇌᇈ (c.
2nd–3rd centuries): a calligrapher from Nanyang ই䲭 Commandery. When Emperor Ling of Han ╒
䵸ᑍ (r. 168–189) summoned a hundred calligraphers from all over the world, his calligraphy of eightpoint script  ࠶ޛwon the best reputation. Wei Dan ䷻䃅: see art. 53. Cai Yong 㭑䛅 (133–192): a
statesman, scholar, and author from Yu County ഹ㑓 of Chenliu 䲣⮉ Commandery. His courtesy
name was Bojie ՟ஸ. His highest titles were Leader of Court Gentlemen of the Left ᐖѝ䛾ሷ and
Marquis of Gaoyang Township 儈䲭䜹ן. Minister Zhong 䦮ਨᗂ: see Zhong Yao 䦮㑷 (art. 14).
The title Minister of Education ਨᗂ was held by Yao’s son Zhong Hui 䦮ᴳ (art. 55), however, this
sentence most likely refers to Zhong Yao’s calligraphy. Handan Chun 䛟䝢␣ (c. 2nd–3rd centuries):
a scholar from Yingchuan ╱ᐍ Commandery, or from Chenliu 䲣⮉ Commandery. His courtesy
name was Zishu ᆀ (also written ᆀ␁). He held the titles Erudite ঊ༛ and Palace Steward ㎖һ
ѝ in the reign of Emperor Wen of Wei 兿᮷ᑍ (r. 220–226). Zhang Boying ᕥ՟㤡: see Zhang Zhi
ᕥ㣍 (art. 14). Emperor Wu of Han ╒↖ᑍ (156–87

BCE,

r. 141–87 BCE): the fifth emperor of the

Western Han dynasty. His given name was Che ᗩ. His posthumous name is Xiaowu ᆍ↖, and his
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temple name is Shizong цᇇ. Suo Jing ㍒䶆: see art. 19. Huang Xiang ⲷ䊑 (c. 2nd–3rd centuries):
an official from Jiangdu ⊏䜭 County of Guangling ᔓ䲥 Commandery. His courtesy name was
Xiuming Ձ᰾. His highest title was Palace Attendant ֽѝ of the Wu dynasty. Wei Chang 㺋ᑨ,
i.e., Wei Heng 㺋ᙶ: see art. 18. Grand Master Meng ᆏ⾴ݹ, i.e., Meng Yi ᆏ亇 (c. 4th–5th
centuries): a statesman from Anqiu ᆹш County of Pingchang ᒣ᰼ Commandery. His courtesy
name was Yanzhong ᖖ䟽. His highest title was Grand Master for Splendid Happiness of the Left ᐖ
⾴ݹབྷཛ of the Liu Song dynasty. Yang Xin 㖺⅓: see art. 54. Kong Linzhi ᆄ⩣ѻ (369–423): an
official from Shanyin ኡ䲠 County of Kuaiji ᴳね Commandery. His courtesy name was Yanlin ᖖ
⩣. His highest title in life was Palace Aide to the Censor-in-chief ᗑਢѝю of the Liu Song dynasty.
He was posthumously conferred the title Chamberlain of Ceremonials ཚᑨ. Xiao Sihua 㮝ᙍ䂡
(400–455): a statesman from Lanling 㱝䲥 County of Southern Lanling ই㱝䲥 Commandery. His
courtesy name was Wenxiu ᮷Ձ. His highest titles were Secretariat Director ѝᴨԔ and Marquis of
Fengyang County ሱ䲭㑓 ןof the Liu Song dynasty. His posthumous name is Mu ぶ. Fan Ye 㤳᳴
(398–445): an official and scholar from Shunyang 丶䲭 Commandery. His courtesy name was Yuzong
㭊ᇇ. His highest title was Supervisor of the Household of Crown Prince ཚᆀ䂩һ of the Liu Song
dynasty. Bo Shaozhi 㮴㍩ѻ (c. 4th–5th centuries): an official from Danyang ѩ䲭 Capital Region.
His courtesy name was Jingshu ᮜ. His highest title was Palace Steward ㎖һѝ of the Liu Song
dynasty. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 2.
71. An Essay on Calligraphy Submitted to the Throne 䄆ᴨ㺘 by Jiang Shi ⊏ᔿ says: There were eight
styles of script in the Qin dynasty—the first is named large seal script བྷㇶ, the second is named small
seal script ሿㇶ, the third is named tally script ㅖᴨ, the fourth is named worm script 㸢ᴨ, the fifth is
named seal carving script ᪩ঠ, the sixth is named plate script 㖢ᴨ, the seventh is named weapon script
⇣ᴨ, the eighth is named clerical script 䳨ᴨ.
⊏ᔿǉ䄆ᴨ㺘Ǌᴠ˖〖ᴹޛ億˖аᴠབྷㇶˈҼᴠሿㇶˈйᴠㅖᴨˈഋᴠ㸢ᴨˈӄᴠ᪩ঠˈޝᴠ㖢
ᴨˈгᴠ⇣ᴨˈޛᴠ䳨ᴨǄ
Notes: Jiang Shi ⊏ᔿ (d. 523): an official and scholar from Jiyang ☏䲭 County of Chenliu 䲣⮉
Commandery. His courtesy name was Fa’an ⌅ᆹ. He held the titles General of Courageous Guards
偽倾ሷ䓽 and Assistant Editorial Director 㪇ր䛾 of the Northern Wei dynasty. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢,
vol. 2; 䃜᮷䀓ᆇg᭽.
72. It also says: There were six scripts in the Han dynasty—the first is named ancient script ਔ᮷, which
was recovered from a wall of the former residence of Confucius; the second is named odd variant ཷᆇ,
namely, variants of ancient script; the third is named seal script ㇶᴨ, which refers to small seal script
ሿㇶ; the fourth is named clerical script րᴨ, namely, Qin clerical script 〖䳨ᴨ; the fifth is named seal
carving script 㑶ㇶ, which was carved on seals; and, the sixth is named bird and worm script 匕㸢,
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which was written on banners and tallies.
৸ᴠ˖╒ᱲᴹޝᴨ˖аᴠਔ᮷ˈᆄᆀѝᴨҏ˗Ҽᴠཷᆇˈণਔ᮷㘼⮠㘵ҏ˗йᴠㇶᴨˈӁሿㇶ
ҏ˗ഋᴠրᴨˈ〖䳨ᴨҏ˗ӄᴠ㑶ㇶˈᡰԕ᪩ঠҏ˗ޝᴠ匕㸢ˈᡰԕᴨᒑؑҏǄ
Notes: Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 2; 䃜᮷䀓ᆇg᭽.
73. The Later Grading of Calligraphy ᴨᖼ૱ by Li Sizhen ᵾఓⵏ says: Worm and seal scripts 㸢ㇶ
are the fundamental of linguistic studies; on the other hand, cursive and clerical scripts 㥹 䳨 are
appreciated by the nobility. That is why many sophisticated people of the modern age like this sort of art
and sometimes produce works that can be appreciated.
ᵾఓⵏǉᴨᖼ૱Ǌᴠ˖㸢ㇶ㘵ˈሿᆨѻᡰᇇ˗㥹䳨㘵ˈ༛ӪѻᡰቊǄ䘁ԓੋᆀˈ᭵ཊྭѻˈᡆᱲ
ᴹਟ㿰㙣Ǆ
Notes: Li Sizhen ᵾఓⵏ (d. 696 or 697): an official and scholar from Kuangcheng ॑ County of
Hua Prefecture ━ᐎ, or from Boren ᷿Ӫ County of Zhao Prefecture 䏉ᐎ. His courtesy name was
Chengzhou 㛴. He held the title Palace Aide to the Censor-in-chiefᗑਢѝю⸕བྷཛһ in the reign
of Empress Zetian (r. 690–705). Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 3.
74. The Preface for Xu Hao Collection of Calligraphy ᗀ∿⌅ᴨ䁈 by Wu Pingyi ↖ᒣа says: In the
Datong བྷ਼ era of the Liang dynasty, Emperor Wu ↖ᑍ ordered that Zhou Xingsi ઘ㠸ఓ compose
the Thousand Character Classic ॳᆇ᮷ and that Wen Tieshi 䩥⸣ copy and reorder Xizhi’s 㗢ѻ
calligraphy, and he gave the product to eight princes.
↖ᒣаǉᗀ∿⌅ᴨ䁈Ǌᴠ˖ằབྷ਼ѝˈ↖ᑍँઘ㠸ఓǉॳᆇ᮷Ǌ
ˈ֯䩥⸣᪨⅑㗢ѻѻ䘩ˈԕ䌌
⦻ޛǄ
Notes: Xu Hao ᗀ⎙ (703–782): a statesman and calligrapher from Yue Prefecture 䎺ᐎ. His courtesy
name was Jihai ᆓ⎧. His highest titles in life were Mentor of Prince of Peng ᖝ⦻ ڵand Duke of
Kuaiji Commandery ᴳね䜑ޜ. He was posthumously conferred the title Junior Preceptor of the
Crown Prince ཚᆀቁᑛ. His posthumous name is Dingshi ᇊ. Wu Pingyi ↖ᒣа (c. 7th–8th
centuries): a scholar from the imperial family of Empress Zetian (art. 38). His given name was Zhen
⬴, and Pingyi was his courtesy name. He held the titles Imperial Diarist 䎧ት㠽Ӫ and Imperial
Scholar at the Xiuwen Pavilion 㝙᮷佘ᆨ༛ in the reign of Emperor Zhongzong of Tang ୀѝᇇ (r.
683–684 and 705–710). Datong བྷ਼ era: 535–546. Emperor Wu ↖ᑍ of Liang: see art. 24. Zhou
Xingsi ઘ㠸ఓ (d. 521): an official and scholar from Xiang 丵 County of Chen Commandery 䲣䜑.
His courtesy name was Sizuan ᙍ㒲. His highest title was Palace Attendant ֽѝ of the Liang dynasty.
Thousand Character Classic ॳᆇ᮷: a verse composed with a thousand characters, each used only
once. Wen Tieshi 䩥⸣: details unknown. He is named Yin Tieshi ⇧䩥⸣ in another text of this
article collected in Fashu yaolu, vol. 3. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 3; Accounts from Minister Zhang ቊᴨ᭵
ሖ.
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75. An Essay on Calligraphy 䄆ᴨ by Xu Hao ᗀ⎙ says: If you are a beginner, you should acquire
muscle and bone at first. If muscle and bone are not built up, to where can you add flesh? You should
always manipulate the brush with a hidden tip. If the tip is not hidden, the characters will have an illness.
If you have an illness which is not yet cured, what other things can you have? Characters should neither
be too sparse nor too dense. They should neither be too large nor too small. If they are too small, you
should make them larger; if they are too large, you should make them smaller. If they are too sparse, you
should make them denser; if they are too dense, you should make them sparser. The above is the prime
doctrine. The brushwork should neither be too fast nor too slow. It should neither be too level nor too
inclined. If it is too inclined, you should raise it level; if it is too tall, you should use less incline. If it is
too fast, you should stabilize it; if it is too slow, you should accelerate it. The above is the substance.
ᗀ⎙ǉ䄆ᴨǊᴠ˖ࡍᆨѻ䳋ˈᇌݸㅻ僘Ǆㅻ僘н・ˈ㚹օᡰ䱴˛⭘ㅶѻऒˈ⢩丸㯿䤂Ǆ䤂㤕н㯿ˈ
ᆇࡷᴹ⯵Ǆ⯵фᵚ৫ˈ㜭օᴹ✹˛ᆇнⅢ⮾ˈӖнⅢᇶǄӖнⅢབྷˈӖнⅢሿǄሿ䮧Ԕབྷˈབྷ䒉
ԔሿǄ⮾㛕ԔᇶˈᇶⱖԔ⮾Ǆᯟަབྷ㏃⸓ǄㅶнⅢᦧˈӖнⅢᗀǄӖнⅢᒣˈӖнⅢڤǄڤㄚԔ
ᒣǄጫн֯ۮǄᦧࡷ丸ᇊˈᗀࡷ丸࡙Ǆྲ↔ࡷަབྷ䔳⸓Ǆ
Notes: Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 3.
76. The Records of Old Calligraphy ਔ䐑䁈 by Xu Hao says: In the reign of Emperor Zhongzong ѝᇇ,
the Secretariat Director ѝᴨԔ Zong Chuke ᇇᾊᇒ gave a report to the throne, won imperial favor,
and wished for some of the genuine calligraphy of Wang Major and Minor བྷሿҼ⦻. Emperor ordered
that he be given twenty scrolls—ten each from Major and Minor. Chuke refitted the calligraphy into
twelve panels of folding screen, also adding the Rhapsody on the Idle Life 䯁ት䌖 and the Rhapsody on
the Withered Tree ᷟ䌖 transcribed by Chu Suiliang 㽊䙲㢟 at the end, and invited many dignitaries
to view it. Thereupon, Xue Ji 㯋で, Cui Shi ፄ⒌, and Lu Cangyong ⴗ㯿⭘ all stopped having dinner
and admired its beauty, leaving none of them able to feel at ease.
ᗀ⎙ǉਔ䐑䁈Ǌᴠ˖ѝᇇᱲˈѝᴨԔᇇᾊᇒཿһᚙˈѳҎབྷሿҼ⦻ⵏ䐑Ǆँ䌌Ҽॱ˄ॱҼˈ
ᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅ধˈབྷሿॱ䔨Ǆᾊᇒ䙲㼍ॱҼᡷቿ付ˈԕ㽊䙲㢟ǉ䯁ት䌖Ǌǃǉᷟ䌖Ǌ
⡢㝊ˈབྷᴳ䋤㾱ˈᕥԕ⽪ѻǄᱲ㯋でǃፄ⒌ǃⴗ㯿⭘ᔒ伏ⅾ㖾ˈнᗙ˄ᗙнˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ
᭩˅᱿′Ǆ
Notes: Emperor Zhongzong ѝᇇ (656–710, r. 683–684 and 705–710): the fourth emperor of the
Tang dynasty. His given name was Xian 亟. His temple name is Zhongzong. Zong Chuke ᇇᾊᇒ (d.
710): a prime minister in the reign of Emperor Zhongzong, from Hedong ⋣ ᶡ County of Pu
Prefecture 㫢ᐎ. His courtesy name was Shu’ao ᮆ. His highest titles were Minister of War ޥ䜘
ቊᴨ and Duke of Ying State 䜒഻ޜ. Chu Suiliang 㽊䙲㢟: see art. 28. Wang Major and Minor
བྷሿҼ⦻: Wang Xizhi and Wang Xianzhi. Xue Ji 㯋で (649–713): a statesman from Fenyin ⊮䲠
County of Pu Prefecture 㫢ᐎ. His courtesy name was Sitong ఓ䙊. His highest titles were Junior
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Guardian of the Crown Prince ཚᆀቁ ؍and Duke of Jin State ᱹ഻ޜ. Cui Shi ፄ⒌ (671–713): a
prime minister in the reigns of Emperors Zhongzong and Ruizong ᇇ (r. 684–690 and 710–712),
from Anxi ᆹௌ County of Ding Prefecture ᇊᐎ. His courtesy name was Chenglan ▴♮. His
highest title was Vice Director of the Secretariat ѝᴨֽ䛾. Lu Cangyong ⴗ㯿⭘ (c. 7th–8th
centuries): a statesman from Fanyang 㤳䲭 County of You Prefecture ᒭᐎ. His courtesy name was
Ziqian ᆀ▋. His highest title was Gentleman Attendant at the Palace Gate 哴䮰ֽ䛾 in the reign of
Emperor Zhongzong. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 3.
77. The Records on the Lanting 㱝ӝ䁈 by He Yanzhi օᔦѻ says: The Lanting is a preface to
collected poems written by Wang Xizhi ⦻㗢ѻ, the Right General ਣ䓽ሷ䓽 and Governor of the
Principality of Kuaiji ᴳねਢ, courtesy name Yishao 䙨ቁ, from Langya ⨵䛚 Commandery. Right
General, a handsome heir of an old family, as well as a stylish man of good fame, always loved nature,
and was especially good at cursive 㥹 and clerical 䳨 scripts. On the third day of the third month of the
ninth year of the Yonghe ≨઼ era, the reign of Emperor Mu of Jin ᱹぶᑍ, he visited Shanyin ኡ䲠
County, where he held a ceremony of ablution along with forty-one people including Sun Chuo ᆛ㏭,
courtesy name Xinggong 㠸  ޜ, from Taiyuan ཚ  Commandery, Wang Binzhi ⦻ ᖜ ѻ from
Guanghan ᔓ╒ Commandery, and Yishao’s sons Ningzhi ࠍ, Huizhi ᗭ, and Caozhi ѻ, and wrote
the preface by hand. Although written for temporary enjoyment on cocoon paper with a rat whisker brush,
it was delicate yet strong, and had no equal at that time. It consists of twenty-eight lines and three hundred
and twenty-four characters. Characters used multiple times are written in a different manner. Of all the
characters in the preface, zhi ѻ is used the most frequently, namely, twenty-odd times, yet its shape
changes every time, and all differ from one another. He was assisted by Heaven when he wrote it for the
first time, however, several days later, after he had sobered up, he could no longer produce writing as
good as that which he had written at the ceremony, even though he attempted it hundreds or thousands of
times. Right General also cherished it very much, and left it for his descendants, who handed it down to
the seventh-generation descendant Zhiyong Ც≨. Zhiyong, who was a descendant of Right General’s
fifth son Huizhi, stored the calligraphy, but he was later deceived by Xiao Yi 㮝㘬 who took it away.
օᔦѻǉ㱝ӝ䁈Ǌᴠ˖
ǉ㱝ӝǊ㘵ˈᱹਣ䓽ሷ䓽ᴳねਢ⨵㙦⦻㗢ѻᆇ䙨ቁᡰᴨѻ䂙ᒿҏǄਣ䓽㸜
㚟㖾㛴ˈ㮝ᮓ䌒ˈ䳵ྭኡ≤ˈቔழ㥹䳨Ǆԕᱹぶᑍ≨઼ҍᒤ᳞᱕йᴸйᰕˈే䙺ኡ䲠ˈ㠷ཚ
ᆛ㏭㠸ޜǃᔓ╒⦻ᖜѻǃᒦ䙨ቁᆀࠍǃᗭǃѻㅹഋॱᴹаӪˈ⾺⾃؞ѻˈ᨞∛㼭ᒿǄ㠸′㘼
ᴨˈ⭘㹦㹂㍉ǃ啐兊ㅶˈ䚂ࣱˈڕ㎦ԓᴤ❑ǄࠑҼॱޛ㹼ˈйⲮҼॱഋᆇǄᆇᴹ䟽㘵ˈⲶΏࡕ
億ǄቡѝѻᆇᴰཊˈѳᴹҼॱ䁡ㆷˈ䆺䕹ᚹ⮠ˈ䙲❑਼㘵Ǆަᱲᔬᴹ⾎ࣙˈ৺䟂ᖼˈԆᰕᴤᴨᮨ
Ⲯॳᵜˈ㍲❑ྲ⾃⾺ᡰᴨѻ㘵Ǆਣ䓽Ӗ㠚⧽ᝋሦ䟽ˈ↔ᴨ⮉Ԉᆀᆛۣᦼˈ㠣гԓᆛᲪ≨Ǆ≨ণਣ
䓽ㅜӄᆀᗭѻѻᖼˈᦼަᴨˈ⡢㮝㘬㍯㘼ਆѻǄ
Notes: He Yanzhi օᔦѻ: details unknown. Yonghe ≨઼ era: 345–356. Emperor Mu of Jin ᱹぶ
ᑍ (343–361, r. 344–361): the fifth emperor of the Eastern Jin dynasty. His given name was Dan 㙳.
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His posthumous name is Mu ぶ. Sun Chuo ᆛ㏭ (314–371): an official and author from Zhongdu
ѝ䜭 County of Taiyuan ཚ Commandery. His courtesy name was Xinggong 㠸ޜ. His highest
titles were Editorial Director 㪇䛾 and Marquis of Changle 䮧′ ןof the Eastern Jin dynasty.
Wang Binzhi ⦻ᖜѻ: details unknown. Ningzhi ࠍѻ (d. 399): the second son of Wang Xizhi. His
courtesy name was Shuping ᒣ. His highest title was Left General ᐖሷ䓽 and Governor of the
Principality of Kuaiji ᴳねਢ. Huizhi ᗭѻ (d. 386): the fifth son of Wang Xizhi. His courtesy
name was Ziyou ᆀ⥧. His highest title was Gentleman Attendant at the Palace Gate 哴䮰ֽ䛾 of the
Eastern Jin dynasty. Caozhi ѻ: the sixth son of Wang Xizhi. His courtesy name was Zizhong ᆀ
䟽. His highest title was Governor of Yuzhang Commandery 䊛ㄐཚᆸ of the Eastern Jin dynasty.
Zhiyong Ც≨: see art. 29. Xiao Yi 㮝㘬: According to the Records on the Lanting collected in Fashu
Yaolu, vol. 3, he was a great-grandson of Emperor Yuan of Liang ằݳᑍ (art. 25), from Shen 㧈
County of Wei Prefecture 兿ᐎ, and his title was Investigating Censor ⴓሏᗑਢ. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol.
3.
78. It also says: Right General’s descendant Monk Zhiyong always lived in the gate building of the
Yongxinsi ≨⅓ሪ temple, studied calligraphy there, and put the worn-out bristles of brushes into large
bamboo baskets. A basket held more than a shi ⸣, and five baskets were all filled. He imitated the
Thousand Character Classic in Regular and Cursive Scripts ⵏ㥹ॳᆇ᮷ on the building for thirty years,
selected over eight hundred sets which were good, and donated one each to temples located in the east of
the Zhe River ⎉⊏. Those that still exist today are worth several tens of thousands of coins.
৸ᴠ˖ਣ䓽ᆛܗᲪ≨ˈᑨ˄ᑍˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅ት≨⅓ሪ䰅䯓к㠘ᴨǄᡰ䘰ㅶ九ˈ㖞ѻ
ᯬབྷㄩ㈿Ǆ㈿ਇа⸣佈ˈ㘼ӄ㈿Ⲷ┯Ǆࠑйॱᒤˈᯬ䯓к㠘ᗇǉⵏ㥹ॳᆇ᮷Ǌ
ˈྭ㘵Ⲯޛ佈ᵜˈ⎉
⊏ᶡ䄨ሪᯭаᵜǄӺᴹᆈ㘵ˈ⥦ⴤ䥒ᮨ㩜Ǆ
Notes: Shi ⸣: a unit of volume. A shi, which equals ten dou ᯇ, approximately equaled 60 L in the
Sui and Tang dynasties. Zhe River ⎉⊏: present day Qiantang River 䥒ຈ⊏. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 3.
79. The Valuation of Calligraphy ᴨՠ by Zhang Huaiguan ᕥᠧ⬈ says: Simplicity and refinement
alternated with each other, meaning that ancient times can be divided into three periods; there is variance
in quality of those that are expensive and cheap, and calligraphy is classified into five grades. The three
periods include: upper ancient period кਔ, in which seal scripts ㇶ㉰ were representative; middle
ancient period ѝਔ, in which Zhong Yao 䦮 and Zhang Zhi ᕥ were representative; and, the lower
ancient period лਔ, in which Wang Xizhi 㗢 and Xianzhi ⦫ were representative.
ᕥᠧ⬈ǉᴨՠ˄䁱ˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅Ǌᴠ˖᮷䌚⋯˄⌅ˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅ˈ・
ަйਔ˗䋤䌔↺૱ˈ㖞ަӄㅹǄйਔ㘵ˈㇶ㉰⡢кਔˈ䦮ǃᕥ⡢ѝਔˈ㗢ǃ⦫⡢лਔǄ
Notes: Zhang Huaiguan ᕥᠧ⬈ (c. 8th century): a scholar from Hailing ⎧䲥 Commandery. He
held the title Palace Attendant at Hanlin 㘠᷇ ཹin the Kaiyuan 䮻 ݳera (713–741) of the Tang
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dynasty. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 4.
80. It also says: Cui Yuan ፄ and Zhang Zhi ᕥ is jade, while Yishao 䙨ቁ is gold. Major merchants
value jade highly, while minor merchants value gold highly. The shallowest people tend to believe what
they have heard, only recognizing that Wang Xizhi is the best, with little distinction between regular ⵏ
and cursive 㥹 scripts.
৸ᴠ˖ፄǃᕥˈ⦹ҏ˗䙨ቁˈ䠁ҏǄབྷ䋸ࡷ䋤ަ⦹ˈሿ୶ࡷ䟽ަ䠁Ǆ㟊ѻӪˈཊԫަ㙣ˈն⸕
⦻ᴨ⡢ᴰˈⵏ㥹а’ˈ⮕❑ᐞ↺Ǆ
Notes: Cui Yuan ፄ⪇: see art. 70. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 4.
81. The Catalog of Calligraphy of the Two Wangs and Others Ҽ⦻ㅹᴨ䥢 by Zhang Huaiguan says: In
the last years of the Chengsheng 㚆 era, the Wei 兿 army attacked Jingzhou 㥺ᐎ, and Emperor
Yuan ݳᑍ was going to surrender. That night, he gathered a hundred and forty thousand scrolls of
ancient and modern books and calligraphy of Wang Major and Minor བྷሿҼ⦻, ordered the Drafter at
the Rear Pavilion ᖼ䯓㠽Ӫ Gao Shanbao 儈ழሦ to burn them, while slashing at the pillar with the
treasured sword of the Wu  and Yue 䎺 Kingdoms, and sighed: nI, Xiao Shicheng 㮝ц䃐, am over
now. My way of letters and arms dies tonight!| Thus it was that all these treasures from throughout the
dynasties were reduced to ashes.
ᕥᠧ⬈ǉҼ⦻ㅹᴨ䥢Ǌᴠ˖㚆ᵛˈ兿ᑛ㾢㥺ᐎˈݳᑍሷ䱽Ǆަཌˈѳ㚊ਔӺെᴨॱഋ㩜ধᒦབྷ
ሿҼ⦻䐑ˈ䚓ᖼ䯓㠽Ӫ儈ழሦ❊ѻˈ䎺ሦࢽіሷᯛḡˈѳⅾᴠ˖Ā㮝ц䃐䙲㠣ᯬ↔Ǆ᮷↖ѻ䚃ˈ
ӺཌマѾʽā↧ԓ⾅ሦі⡢➘⠬⸓Ǆ
Notes: Chengsheng 㚆 era: 552–555. Wei 兿 army: refers to the army of the Western Wei
dynasty, which captured Jiangling ⊏䲥City in 554. Jingzhou 㥺ᐎ: refers to JianglingCounty of
Nan Commandery ই䜑. The capital of the Liang dynasty was placed there in the reign of Emperor
Yuan (r. 552–555). Emperor Yuan ݳᑍof Liang: see art. 25. His family name was Xiao 㮝, and his
courtesy name was Shicheng ц䃐. Gao Shanbao 儈ழሦ: details unknown. Wu  and Yue 䎺
Kingdoms: refers to two of the kingdoms in the Spring and Autumn period. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 4.
82. The Argument on Calligraphy ᴨ䆠 by Zhang Huaiguan says: Regarding regular script ⵏᴨ, Yishao
䙨ቁ places first, Yuanchang ݳᑨ second, Shijiang цሷ third, Zijing ᆀᮜ fourth, Shiji ༛ᆓ fifth,
Wenjing ᮷䶉 sixth, and Maoyi 㤲⥇ seventh. Regarding running script 㹼ᴨ, Yishao places first,
Zijing second, Yuanchang third, Boying ՟㤡 fourth, Boyu ՟⦹ fifth, Jiyan ᆓ⩠ sixth, Jinghe ᮜ઼
seventh, Maohong 㤲ᕈ eighth, and Anshi ᆹ⸣ ninth. Regarding ancient cursive script ㄐ㥹, Ziyu ᆀ
⦹ places first, Boying second, You’an ᒬᆹ third, Boyu fourth, Yishao fifth, Shiji sixth, Zijing seventh,
and Xiuming Ձ᰾ eighth. Regarding cursive script 㥹ᴨ, Boying established the norm by imitating all
things and following the reason of creation. Yet, it is a defect that his fashion is too old, simple, and
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unpolished. The learners of later times, however, can acquire much from his creativity, being just like the
invention of primitive wheels. That is why he should place first. Shuye ཌ places second, Zijing third,
Chuchong 㲅⋆ fourth, Shijiang fifth, Zhongjiang Ԣሷ sixth, Shiji seventh, and Yishao eighth.
ᕥᠧ⬈ǉᴨ䆠˄䆠ᴨˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅Ǌᴠ˖ަⵏᴨˈ䙨ቁㅜаˈݳᑨㅜҼˈцሷㅜйˈ
ᆀᮜㅜഋˈ༛ᆓ˄⿰ˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅ㅜӄˈ᮷䶉ㅜˈޝ㤲⥇ㅜгǄަ㹼ᴨˈ䙨ቁㅜаˈ
ᆀᮜㅜҼˈݳᑨㅜйˈ՟㤡ㅜഋˈ՟⦹ㅜӄˈᆓ⩠ㅜˈޝᮜ઼ㅜгˈ㤲ᕈㅜˈޛᆹ⸣ㅜҍǄㄐ㥹ˈ
ᆀ⦹ㅜаˈ՟㤡ㅜҼˈᒬᆹㅜйˈ՟⦹ㅜഋˈ䙨ቁㅜӄˈ༛ᆓ˄⿰ˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅ㅜ
ˈޝᆀᮜㅜгˈՁ᰾ㅜޛǄަ㥹ᴨˈ՟㤡ࡡ・㾿ㇴˈᗇ⢙䊑ѻᖒˈ↨䙐ॆѻ⨶Ǆ❦ަ⌅ཚਔˈ䌚
нࢆᯧˈԕ↔⡢ቁҏǄᴹἾ䕚㥹ѻ࿉ˈᖼᆨᗇ冊⦥ަѝǄᇌ⡢ㅜаǄཌㅜҼˈᆀᮜㅜйˈ㲅
⋆ㅜഋˈцሷㅜӄˈԢሷㅜˈޝ༛ᆓ˄⿰ˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅ㅜгˈ䙨ቁㅜޛǄ
Notes: Yishao 䙨ቁ: see Wang Xizhi (art. 12). Yuanchang ݳᑨ: see Zhong Yao (art.14). Shijiang
цሷ: see Wang Yi ⦻ᔉ (art. 62). Zijing ᆀᮜ: see Wang Xianzhi (art. 16). Shiji ༛ᆓ: see Zhong
Hui 䦮ᴳ (art. 55). Wenjing ᮷䶉: details unknown. Maoyi 㤲⥇: see Lady Wei 㺋ཛӪ (art. 31).
Boying ՟㤡: see Zhang Zhi (art. 14). Boyu ՟⦹: see Wei Guan 㺋⬈ (art. 27). Jiyan ᆓ⩠: see
Wang Min ⦻⧹ (art. 63). Jinghe ᮜ઼, i.e., Wang Qia ⦻⍭ (323–358): a statesman from Linyi 㠘
⊲ County of Langya ⨵䛚 Commandery. His courtesy name was Jinghe. His highest titles were
Governor of the Principality of Wu 䜑ਢ and General of the Palace Guard 么䓽ሷ䓽 of the
Eastern Jin dynasty. Maohong 㤲ᕈ, i.e., Wang Dao ⦻ሾ (276–339): a statesman from Linyi County
of Langya Commandery. His courtesy name was Maohong. His highest titles were Chancellor ю
and Duke of Shixing Commandery 㠸䜑 ޜof the Eastern Jin dynasty. His posthumous name is
Wenxian ᮷⦫. Anshi ᆹ⸣: see Xie An 䅍ᆹ (art. 17). Ziyu ᆀ⦹: see Cui Yuan ፄ⪇ (art. 70).
You’an ᒬᆹ: see Suo Jing ㍒䶆 (art. 19). Xiuming Ձ᰾: see Huang Xiang ⲷ䊑 (art. 70). Shuye
ཌ, i.e., Ji Kang ፷ᓧ (224–263): an official, author, and scholar from Zhi 䢽 County of Qiao
Commandery 䆉䜑. His courtesy name was Shuye. His highest title was Grand Master of Palace
Leisure ѝᮓབྷཛ of the Cao Wei dynasty. Chuchong 㲅⋆ i.e., Wang Dun ⦻ᮖ (266–324): a
statesman from Linyi County of Langya Commandery. His courtesy name was Chuchong. His highest
titles were General-in-chief བྷሷ䓽 and Marquis of Han’an ╒ᆹ ןof the Eastern Jin dynasty.
Zhongjiang Ԣሷ: see Wei Dan ䷻䃅 (art. 53). Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 4.
83. A Description of Calligraphy ᭽ᴨ⌅ by Zhang Huaiguan says: Emporor Taizong ཚᇇ wrote
regular ⵏ and cursive 㥹 scripts on a folding screen, and showed it to his subjects. The calligraphy
excelled others in the strength of brushwork at that time. He once told his court: “Calligraphy is a trivial
matter, and it is not urgently necessary for you to master it. Taking interest in it occasionally would be
better than being idle every day. There was no art I could not learn if I was to study it.”
ᕥᠧ⬈ǉ᭽ᴨ⌅Ǌᴠ˖ཚᇇ㠚ⵏ㥹ᴨቿ付ˈԕ⽪㗓㠓Ǆㅶ࣋䚂ࣱˈ⡢аᱲѻ㎦Ǆే䄲ᵍ㠓ᴠ˖Āᴨ
ᆨሿ䚃ˈ࣏䶎ᙕउǄᱲᡆ⮉ᗳˈ⥦ऍᔳᰕǄࠑ䄨㰍ᾝˈᵚᴹᆨ㘼нᗇ㘵ҏǄā
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Notes: Emporor Taizong ཚᇇ of Tang: see art. 28. Cf. Tangchao xushulu ୀᵍ᭽ᴨ䥢 (⌅ᴨ㾱䥢,
vol. 4).
84. The Records of Calligraphy ᴨ⌅䁈 by Wei Shu ䷻䘠 says: In the Zhenguan 䋎㿰 era, Emperor
Taizong ཚᇇ searched for genuine calligraphy by Right General Wang ⦻ਣ䓽 and others, and spent
much gold and silk from the treasury to purchase it. Thence all old calligraphy in the world was brought
into the Court one piece after the other.
䷻䘠ǉᴨ⌅䁈Ǌᴠ˖ཚᇇ䋎㿰ѝˈᩌ䁚⦻ਣ䓽ㅹⵏ䐑ˈࠪᗑᓌ䠁ᑋˈ䟽⡢䌬䌎Ǆ⭡ᱟӪ䯃ਔᵜ㍋
❦⮒䙢Ǆ
Notes: Wei Shu ䷻䘠 (d. 757): an official and historian from Wannian 㩜ᒤ County of Jiangzhao Ӝ
 ݶPrefecture. His highest titles were Vice Minister of Works ᐕ䜘ֽ䛾, Concurrent Historian ⸕ਢ
ᇈһ and Marquis of Fangcheng County ᯩ㑓 ןin the reign of Emperor Xuanzong ⦴ᇇ of Tang
(r. 712–756). Zhenguan 䋎㿰 era: 627–649. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 4.
85. The Judgements on Calligraphy ᴨᯧ says: Zhong Yao 䦮㑷, whose courtesy name was Yuanchang
ݳᑨ, was especially good at calligraphy and studied as his model Cao Xi ᴩௌ, Cai Yong 㭑䛅, and Liu
Desheng ࢹᗧ᰷. His regular script ⵏᴨ is especially superb, excelling those he studied in balance of
hardness and softness, and has many unique flavors among the strokes. Although the spirit is not
completely expressed, he could be said to be the prime calligrapher since the Qin-Han period, whose style
is infinitely profound and plentifully classic. However, if one requests perfect goodness and beauty of
him, he would seem like a fox coat with sleeves of lamb fur. He ranks next to Xizhi 㗢ѻ in running
script 㹼 ᴨ , ranks below Suo Jing ㍒ and Wei Guan 㺋 in cursive script 㥹 ᴨ —that which is
appreciated as his best work is the Stele of Wei Succession of the Crown 兿ਇ⻁, which he wrote in
eight-point script ࠶ޛ.
ᑛˈࢋḄˈ⸓ۉ唎⮛ѻ䯃ˈཊᴹ⮠䏓Ǆ䴆⾎᰾нˈۉਟ䄲ᒭ␡❑䳋ˈ㘼ਔ䳵ᴹ佈ˈ〖╒ᐢֶˈа
Ӫ㘼ᐢǄ≲ަⴑழⴑ㖾ˈࡷ⤀㼈㘼ᴹ㗄㻆Ǆަ㹼ᴨ㗢ѻѻӎˈ㥹˄❑㥹ᆇˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ㼌˅
ᴨࡷ㍒ǃ㺋ѻлˈࡷ࠶ޛᴹǉ兿ਇ⻁Ǌˈち↔⡢ᴰҏǄ
Notes: Judgements on Calligraphy ᴨᯧ: written by Zhang Huaiguan ᕥᠧ⬈ in 724–727. Cao Xi
ᴩௌ: see art. 70. Cai Yong 㭑䛅: see art. 70. Liu Desheng ࢹᗧ᰷ (c. 2nd century): a calligrapher
from Yingchuan ╱ᐍ Commandery. His courtesy name was Junsi ੋఓ. Suo Jing ㍒䶆: see art. 19.
Wei Guan 㺋⬈: see art. 27. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 8.
86. It also says: Wei Chang ䷻ᱦ of the Jin dynasty had the courtesy name Wenxiu ᮷Ձ. When Emperor
Xiaowu ᆍ↖ᑍ was rebuilding the gates of the palace and the mausoleum in the Taiyuan ཚ ݳera,
Emperor wanted Wang Xianzhi ⦻⦫ѻ to write on the plates of the gates in clerical script 䳨ᴨ. Xianzhi,
however, refused firmly, and so Emperor had Liu Gui ࢹ⫼ write in eight-point script  ࠶ޛat first, and
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later had Wenxiu rewrite it in large seal script བྷㇶ. One asked him: “How do you like the calligraphy of
Right General Wang ⦻ਣ䓽 and his son?” He answered: “The two Wangs Ҽ⦻ could certainly be said
to be skillful, yet they do not sufficiently understand calligraphy.” He was also excellent in making brushes,
and when a brush he made was taken into hand by Wang Zijing ⦻ᆀᮜ, Zijing realized with admiration
that no other brush in the world would equal it.
৸ᴠ˖ᱹ䷻ᱦˈᆇ᮷ՁǄཚݳѝˈᆍ↖ᑍ᭩⋫ᇛᇔ৺ᔏ䄨䮰ˈіⅢ֯⦻⦫ѻ䳨ᴨ乼⢃Ǆ⦫ѻപ䗝ˈ
ѳ֯ࢹ⫼ԕ࠶ޛᴨѻˈᖼ৸֯᮷Ձԕབྷㇶ᭩✹࠶ޛǄᡆ˖Ā⦻ਣ䓽⡦ᆀᴨˈੋԕ⡢ྲօ˛āㆄ
ᴠ˖ĀҼ⦻㠚ਟ䄲㜭ˈᵚ䏣˄ᱟˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅⸕ᴨҏǄā৸˄↔лᴹᴠᆇˈᬊǉ⌅
ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ࡚˅࿉˄ࡷˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅ㅶˈ⦻ᆀᮜᗇަㅶˈⅾ⡢㎦цǄ
Notes: Wei Chang ䷻ᱦ: details unknown. Emperor Xiaowu ᆍ↖ᑍ of Jin (361–396, r. 372–396):
the ninth emperor of the Eastern Jin dynasty. His given name was Yao ᴌ. His posthumous name is
Xiaowu ᆍ↖, and his temple name is Liezong ⛸ᇇ. Taiyuan ཚ ݳera: 376–396. Liu Gui ࢹ⫼
(c. 4th century): According to the Rhapsody of Description on Calligraphy 䘠ᴨ䌖, Fashu yaolu, vol.
5, his given name was Guizhi ⫼ѻ, his courtesy name was Yuanbao ݳሦ, he was from Pei State ⋋
഻, and he held the titles Palace Aide to the Censor-in-chief ᗑਢѝю and Earl of Yicheng County
㗙՟ of the Jin dynasty. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 9; Taiping guangji ཚᒣᔓ䁈, vol. 207.
87. It also says: Bo Shaozhi 㮴㍩ѻ of the Jin dynasty, whose courtesy name was Jingshu ᮜ, was
from Danyang ѩ䲭 Capital Region. His highest title was Palace Steward ㎖һѝ. He was good at
calligraphy, and modeled Wang Minor ሿ⦻. His calligraphy has distinguished and unique dignity, as if
the Ganjiang ᒢሷ Sword came out of its case and shot a shaft of light at people.
৸ᴠ˖ᱹ㮴㍩ѻˈᆇᮜˈѩ䲭ӪҏǄᇈ㠣㎖һѝǄழᴨˈ២ㄐ˄㥹ˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅
ሿ⦻Ǆ付Ṭ⿰⮠ˈ㤕ᒢሷࠪ॓ˈݹ㣂ሴӪǄ
Notes: Bo Shaozhi 㮴 ㍩ ѻ : see art. 70. Ganjiang ᒢ ሷ Sword: a legendary sword, which a
swordsmith named Ganjiang made for the King of Wu ⦻ in the Spring and Autumn period. Cf. ⌅
ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 8.
88. The Judgements on Calligraphy says: In the Taiyuan ཚ  ݳera of the Jin dynasty, they were
constructing anew the Hall of the Supreme Ultimate ཚᾥ⇯. Xie An 䅍ᆹ wanted Zijing ᆀᮜ to write
on the plate, and hoped the calligraphy would be treasured forever. However, as he felt uncomfortable
asking Zijing, he simply told him that Wei Zhongjiang ䷻Ԣሷ wrote on the plate of the Cloud-Topping
Tower 䲥䴢㠪. Zijing, having realized An’s intentions, took on a stern expression and said: “How on
earth could Zhongjiang, a high statesman of the Wei dynasty, do such a thing! If this is true, it is no wonder
that the Wei dynasty was destined to not last long.” Thus, An no longer sought to press him.
ǉᴨᯧǊᴠ˖ᱹཚݳѝˈᯠ䎧ཚᾥ⇯Ǆ䅍ᆹⅢ֯ᆀᮜ乼⢃ˈԕ⡢㩜ԓሦǄ㘼䴓䀰ѻˈѳ䃜䷻Ԣሷ
˄❑ሷᆇˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ㼌˅乼䲥䴢㠪һǄᆀᮜ⸕ަᰘˈѳ↓㢢ᴠ˖ĀԢሷˈ兿ᇔབྷ㠓ˈሗ
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ᴹ↔һʽ֯ަ㤕↔ˈ⸕兿ᗧѻн䮧Ǆāᆹ䙲нѻ䙬Ǆ
Notes: Taiyuan ཚ ݳera: 376–396. Xie An 䅍ᆹ: see art. 17. Wei Zhongjiang ䷻Ԣሷ, i.e., Wei
Dan: see art. 53. Wei Zhongjiang wrote on the plate: see art. 58. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 8.
89. It also says: Wang Sengqian ⦻ܗ㲄 of the Qi dynasty was good at calligraphy. As Emperor Xiaowu
ᆍ↖ wanted all fame in calligraphy for himself, Sengqian dared not disclose his own calligraphy. In the
Daming བྷ᰾ era, he avoided being persecuted by always writing with poor brushmanship.
৸ᴠ˖啺⦻ܗ㲄ˈழᴨǄᆍ↖Ⅲᴨˈܗ㲄нᮒ亟䘩Ǆབྷ᰾ѻцˈᑨ⭘ᤉ˄ᧈˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ
㾱䥢Ǌ᭩˅ㅶᴨˈԕ↔㾻ᇩǄ
Notes: Wang Sengqian ⦻ܗ㲄: see art. 21. Emperor Xiaowu ᆍ↖ of Song (430–464, r. 453–464):
the fourth emperor of the Liu Song dynasty. His given name was Jun 倯. His posthumous name is
Xiaowu ᆍ↖, and his temple name is Shizu ц⾆. Daming བྷ᰾ era: 457–464. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol.
8.
90. Xiao Ziyun 㮝ᆀ䴢 of the Liang dynasty had the courtesy name Jingqiao Ჟ. He mastered all
styles of calligraphy such as small seal ሿㇶ, cursive 㥹, and running 㹼 scripts. Moreover, he created
small-seal flying-white script ሿㇶ伋ⲭ, in which the fluttering beauty rises from among the strokes. The
style is charming in the extreme, and no other can easily compete with it. That is why Ouyang Xun ↀ䲭
䂒 said: “Regarding flying white script, Zhang the Black Hood⛿ᐮ was the best in the world, and later
Yishao 䙨ቁ and Zijing ᆀᮜ were also praised for their excellence. Having been criticized with the
words ‘your calligraphy does fly, yet it is not white,’ Xiao Ziyun arranged his work with a compromise
between lightness and density; with cicada wings covering the silk, fog hanging in the sky, and clouds
broken down—resulting in what can be described as his flying white script.” Regarding regular script ⵏ
ᴨ, he learned Zijing at first, and later modeled Yuanchang ݳᑨ. In his last years, his calligraphy acquired
muscle and bone also, it spread his fame all over the world, and was imitated by all people of the dynasty.
ằ㮝ᆀ䴢ˈᆇᲟǄሿㇶǃ㥹ǃ㹼䄨億ެۉǄ㘼ࡡ䙐ሿㇶ伋ⲭˈ䏓仴❦ˈ唎⮛ѻ䳋ˈᴹ㤕偛㠹Ǆ
࿉㠣ᾥˈ䴓㠷∄㛙Ǆ᭵ↀ䲭䂒Ӂ˖Ā伋ⲭ⛿ᐮߐцˈަᖼ䙨ቁǃᆀᮜ৸ち࿉㎦Ǆѳþ⡮伋㘼н
ⲭˈÿ㮝ᆀ䴢䕅◳ᗇѝˈ㸜㘬᧙㍐ˈ䙺䵗ፙ䴢ˈਟᗇ㘼䃎ǄāަⵏᴨˈࡍᆨᆀᮜˈᲙᑛݳᑨǄ৺
ަ᳞ᒤˈㅻ僘Ӗˈۉ㫻⮦цˈ㠹ᵍ᭸ѻǄ
Notes: Xiao Ziyun 㮝ᆀ䴢: see art. 24. Ouyang Xun ↀ䲭䂒: see art. 32. Zhang the Black Hood
ᕥ⛿ᐮ, i.e., Zhang Hong ᕥᕈ (c. 3rd century): a non-governmental scholar of the Wu dynasty, from
Wu Commandery 䜑. His courtesy name was Jingli ᮜ. He was called Zhang the Black Hood as
he always wore a black hood on his head. Your calligraphy does fly, yet it is not white: These words,
which Emperor Wu of Liang ằ↖ᑍtold Xiao Ziyun, are found in another part of the Judgements on
Calligraphy, Fashu yaolu, vol. 7. Cf. ᴨᯧ (⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 8).
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91. It also says: Yu Jianwu ᓮ㛙੮ of the Liang dynasty says: “Zhang Zhi ᕥ is the best in technique,
but inferior in nature. Zhong Yao 䦮 is the best in nature, but inferior in technique. Wang Xizhi ⦻ is
inferior in technique but superior in nature to Zhang Zhi, while being inferior in nature but superior in
technique to Zhong Yao.” I suppose it is Du Du ᶌᓖ that is the best in nature, for he gave ancient cursive
script ㄐ㥹 inspirational change suddenly without studying under a master and constituted the norm for
posterity. Zhang the Virtuous ᴹ䚃 changed Du Du’s ᶌੋ ancient cursive script and became famous
as the sage of cursive script 㥹㚆. It can be inferred by reason where it was that his nature originated.
The water of the pond where he studied turned entirely black—that is how he became extremely good in
technique.
৸ᴠ˖ằᓮ㛙੮Ӂ˖Āᕥ࣏ཛㅜаˈཙ❦⅑ѻǄ䦮ཙ❦ㅜаˈ࣏ཛ⅑ѻǄ⦻࣏ཛн৺ᕥˈཙ❦䙾
ѻ˗ཙ❦н৺䦮ˈ࣏ཛ䙾ѻǄāᠧ⬈ԕ⡢ˈᶌᓖㄐ㥹ˈі❑ᡰᑛˈ兡❦䵸䆺ˈ⡢ᖼцᾧࡷˈ↔ѳ
ཙ❦ㅜаҏǄ৺ᴹ䚃ˈ䆺ᶌੋㄐ億ˈԕ㠣㥹㚆Ǆཙ❦ᡰ䋷ˈ⨶ਟᓖ⸓Ǆ⊐≤ⴑ໘ˈ࣏Ӗ㠣✹Ǆ
Notes: Yu Jianwu ᓮ㛙੮ (487–551): an official and author from Xinye ᯠ䟾 County of Nanyang
ই䲭 Commandery. His courtesy name was Zishen ᆀ or Shenzhi ѻ. His highest titles were
Minister of the Bureau of General Accounts ᓖ᭟ቊᴨ and Marquis of Wukang County ↖ᓧ㑓ן.
Du Du ᶌᓖ: see art. 19. Cf. ᴨᯧ (Mochi bian ໘⊐㐘, vol. 8).
92. Monk Zhiguo Ც᷌ of the Yongxinsi ≨⅓ሪ temple, the Sui dynasty, was from Kuaiji ᴳね
Commandery. Emperor Yang ➜ᑍ favored him very much. He was good at calligraphy, and once told
Master Yong ≨ᑛ: nYou mastered the flesh of Right General ਣ䓽, while I mastered the bone. Muscle
and bone is stored in skin and flesh, the mountains and the waters do not hate becoming respectively
higher and deeper.|
䲻≨⅓ሪ⸕ܗ᷌ˈᴳねӪҏǄ➜ᑍ⭊ழѻǄᐕᴨˈే䄲≨ᑛӁ˖Ā઼ቊᗇਣ䓽㚹ˈᲪ᷌ᗇ僘Ǆཛ
ㅻ僘㯿ᯬ㟊㚹ˈኡ≤нঢ়儈␡Ǆ͇
Notes: Zhiguo Ც᷌ (c. 6th–7th centuries): details unknown. Yongxinsi ≨⅓ሪ temple: see art. 78.
Emperor Yang ➜ᑍ of Sui (569–618, r. 604–618): the second emperor of the Sui dynasty. His family
name was Yang ὺ, and his given name was Guang ᔓ. His posthumous name is Yang ➜. Master
Yong ≨ᑛ, i.e., Zhiyong Ც≨: see art. 29. Cf. ᴨᯧ (⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 9).
93. The Judgements on Calligraphy says: Chu Suiliang 㽊䙲㢟 of the Tang dynasty was good at
calligraphy, obeyed the model of Supervisor Yu 㲎ⴓ when he was young, studied the legacy of Right
General ਣ䓽 when he was an adult, and completed his regular script ⵏᴨ with a delicate beauty. It
looks as if the green lock of the hall decorated with jade glowed far in the spring forest; it is like a
coquettishly beautiful woman standing dressed in delicate silk. He excels Ouyang Xun ↀ and Yu Shinan
㲎 for his style that is like a graceful beauty wearing powder. In the case of running and cursive scripts
㹼㥹, however, he remains inferior to them.
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ǉᴨᯧǊᴠ˖ୀ㽊䙲㢟ˈழᴨˈቁࡷԿ㟪㲎ⴓˈ䮧ࡷ⾆䘠ਣ䓽ˈⵏᴨ⭊ᗇަ䏓Ǆ㤕⪔า䶂⪓ˈ
サ᱐᱕᷇˗㖾Ӫᄻ၏ˈլнԫѾ㖵㏪Ǆ䢋㨟႕㌴ˈࡷↀǃ㲎䅍ѻǄަ㹼㥹ѻ䯃ˈণትҼޜѻᖼǄ
Notes: Chu Suiliang 㽊䙲㢟: see art. 28. Supervisor Yu 㲎ⴓ, i.e., Yu Shinan 㲎цই: see art. 29.
Ouyang Xun ↀ䲭䂒: see art. 32. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 8.
94. The Judgements on Calligraphy says: Gao Zhengchen 儈↓㠓, from Guangping ᔓᒣ Commandery,
was good at calligraphy. When he wrote fifteen papers for someone, a guest replaced five of them in jest
and showed them to him, yet he did not notice the five despite seeing them twice. The guest said:
“Someone has replaced your writing.” Gao observed closely, and noticed three counterfeit papers. The
guest said: “There still remain some.” Gao observed again, yet finally could not identify them.
ǉᴨᯧǊᴠ˖ୀ儈↓㠓ˈழᴨˈᔓᒣӪҏǄే⡢Ӫᴨॱӄ㍉ˈӪᡆᡢᨋަӄ㍉ˈ৸Ԕ⽪儈ˈⴻ
нሔǄᇒᴠ˖ĀᴹӪᨋޜᴨǄ͇儈ѳሙ䂣ѻˈᗇަй㍉Ǆᇒᴠ˖Ā⥦ᴹ൘Ǆ͇儈৸㿰ѻˈㄏн㜭
䗟Ǆ
Notes: Gao Zhengchen 儈↓㠓 (c. 7th–8th centuries): an official. According to the Judgements on
Calligraphy, his highest title was Vice Minister of the Imperial Regalia 㺋ሹቁয. Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol.
9.
95. It also says: Song Lingwen ᆻԔ᮷ of the Tang dynasty was from Shan 䲌 County of Hedong ⋣
ᶡ Commandery. His highest title was Commandant of the Left Guard ᐖ㺋ѝ䛾ሷ. His appearance was
sturdy and handsome, and he was also excellent in three things, namely: calligraphy, painting, and power.
Especially in calligraphy, he was good at all styles of script, and took special interest in cursive 㥹.
৸ᴠ˖ୀᆻԔ᮷ˈ⋣ᶡ䲌ӪҏǄᇈ㠣ᐖ㺋ѝ˄❑ѝᆇˈᬊǉ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢Ǌ㼌˅䛾ሷǄཷုٹ哇ˈ
䓛ᴹй㎦ˈᴠᴨǃ⮛ǃ࣋Ǆቔᯬᴨˈެۉ䄨億ˈٿ൘㥹✹Ǆ
Notes: Song Lingwen ᆻԔ᮷ (c. 7th century): an official in the reign of Emperor Gaozong 儈ᇇ of
Tang (r. 649–683). Cf. ⌅ᴨ㾱䥢, vol. 9.
Correction
In article 55 of this annotated translation, which was previously published, the highest title of Zhong
Hui 䦮ᴳ in the annotation was incorrectly given as “Minister of Works ਨオ.” The correct title is
Minister of Education ਨᗂ.
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